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LINKING INCREMENTAL
SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT
AND JOB CREATION
Ronald Eglin

We as a country are fast realizing that the existing approach of trying to
build our way out of the housing problem is not working. We need to do
things differently.

The housing backlog as well as
unemployment, poverty and inequality all
continue to rise in South Africa.
With regards to the housing backlog, despite
the South African government providing 2.5
million housing opportunities between 1994
and 2014 the housing backlog increased
from 1.5 million to 2.1 million units over
this same period (Tomlinson, 2015). As a
country we do not have the resources to
build enough RDP1 houses quickly enough.
According to calculations by the National
Upgrading Support Programme, it will take
32.5 years to build new RDP houses for the
1.3 million households living in informal
settlements in 2017 with the budget
available2 (National Upgrading Support
Programme, 2019). This excludes any new
household formation over this period. We as
a country are fast realizing that the existing
approach of trying to build our way out of
the housing problem is not working. We
need to do things differently.
A different approach to addressing the
housing backlog is one where government
focuses on the provision of tenure secure
land and basic services as a first step
towards addressing peoples land, services
and housing needs (Eglin, 2014; Afesiscorplan. no date; Afesis-corplan. 2018).
Government then needs to find ways to
help people to build their own houses on
this land (Eglin, 2017c). A name for this
‘new’ approach to housing development

is incremental settlement development
(Incremental settlement, No date).
There are two forms of Incremental
settlement development, each depending
on the starting conditions. Upgrading
of informal settlements occurs where
people have already occupied land without
authorisation and then government comes
in and finds ways to improve the living
conditions of the people where they already
live. Managed land settlement, in contrast,
occurs where government identifies and
prepares land ahead of need, puts in the
basic services and then allows people
to settle on this land in a managed and
organised way so they can start building
their own houses. Incremental settlement
development approaches need to be
accompanied by a government driven
housing support programme so that those
households that obtain access to basic
services and tenure security are not left on
their own to find ways to house themselves
(Eglin, 2019). Government, as per section
25 of the Constitution, is obliged, in a phased
manner and within the resources available, to
progressively introduce measures to ensure
that people have access to adequate housing.
This new approach of incremental settlement
development and housing support is good for
helping to address the challenge of land and
housing (Eglin, 2014, Eglin, 2019), but can it
in any way help address the triple challenge
of poverty, inequality and unemployment that
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“remain[s] deeply etched in South African
society” (High Level Panel on the Assessment
of Legislation and the Acceleration of
Fundamental Change. 2017:32)?
According to Statistics South Africa,
the official number of people who are
unemployed in South Africa is 6.7 million,
which is 29% of everyone who could be
working. However the expanded definition
of unemployment (which also counts those
who do want jobs but are not actively
seeking employment) is more than 10 million
people, which is 38.5% of those that could
be working. Long term trends show that the
expanded definition of unemployment has
risen by 8.8 percentage points since 2008
indicating that unemployment has been on
the increase over the last decade (Webster,
2019). Poverty and inequality is also
increasing over time. According to Oxfam’s
inequality report released in January 2019
“the number of persons in the country [South
Africa] living in what is extreme poverty that is, people living below the 2015 Food
Poverty Line of R441 per person a month increased from 11 million in 2011 to 13.8
million in 2015, which represents 25.2%
of the population” (Koko, 2019). The World
Bank notes that inequality in South Africa
has been a persistent challenge, with a Gini
coefficient3 which increased from 0.61 in
1996 to 0.63 in 2015 (World Bank, no date).
This article explores how a shift from
a housing approach that focuses on

the provision of the full RDP housing
product, including a top structure, to one
that focuses on incremental settlement
development (like the upgrading of informal
settlements and managed land settlement)
will help contribute towards reducing
unemployment, inequality and poverty.
The article pays particular attention to how
job creation and economic development
can help address this triple challenge.
The article looks at the job creation
and economic development potential of
incremental settlement approaches in
comparison to the RDP approach from
three perspectives:
1. The process of settlement development
2. The type of physical environment developed
3. The development support provided

Perspective 1: The process
of settlement development
and job creation
The general argument made in this article is that
through incremental settlement development
approaches, more people, compared to the
RDP approach to housing development, gain
access to land and basic services in a shorter
period of time (Eglin, 2017a). Access to land
comes with increased land tenure security,
and as a result of this tenure security, more
people are willing to invest their own resources
in their own home construction (Eglin, 2017b).
They make this investment primarily because
they do not face the threat of eviction and the
demolition of their houses.
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More opportunities are also created for
small scale local builders to obtain work,
as households, who are incrementally
improving their living conditions, using
resources at their disposal, are more
likely to contract and employ local small
builders living in the area who are willing
and able to undertake the small scale
work contracts that residents require.
Money paid to local small contractors and
builders is then more likely to circulate
within the local community, being spent
in local shops and local service industries,
increasing economic opportunities in the
communities concerned. Over time, as the
community gets to know more about the
different builders offering their services in
the community, those builders who offer
a more cost effective and better quality

product and/ or service will become more
in demand in that community.
People who gain access to tenure secure
land will have managed to get one foot on
the property ladder. They can start buying
and selling property and moving up the
property ladder. There will be much more
property on the market at the lower end of
the property ladder, as many properties will
only have rudimentary shelters constructed
and therefore not be very expensive to buy.
This will mean that it will be much more
affordable for lower income households to
buy into the property market. Households
can also start to use their property as a form
of collateral to leverage and obtain further
bonds and loans which they can use to start
their own business ventures.
Another argument in favour of more
incremental settlement approaches is that
households who gain access to the (basic)
serviced and tenure secure land will be more
able to approach a variety of stakeholders
to assist them in accessing additional
resources to improve their housing and

settlement conditions. This includes, for
example, employers (local businesses and
employers of domestic workers, etc.) who
will be more willing to provide their workers
with affordable loans and donations to help
them. Charitable organisations will also be
more willing to make donations of building
material etc. as they will know that the
material will be used for building structures
on tenure secure land.
One could try to argue that less people will
get top structures in the initial phases when
following more incremental approaches
to settlement development and that as a
result we will lose employment opportunities
in the building of these top structures. But
the counter argument is that this loss in
employment in building a few RDP houses
will be more than made up for in the opening
up of opportunities for people to get jobs in
helping households build their own houses
on land to which they now have tenure
security and access to basic services.
The challenge with the RDP approach to
settlement development is that only relatively

few people get a house each year compared
to the demand. This is good for those lucky
few households who get a house, while the
rest have to remain in informal settlements,
back yard shacks and other overcrowded
conditions. The RDP approach is also good
for the few more established builders who
get the contracts to build the houses. The
construction of RDP housing is more geared
towards larger contractors as they are able
to secure the larger contracts associated
with building a larger number of RDP houses
as part of single contract housing projects.
Government (and other developers) finds it
easier to enter into a contract with one or a
few contractors to build the houses.
These more established builders are usually
from outside the local community and many
are even from outside the broader area where
the houses are being built. These larger
contractors may or may not employ local
labour. As much as some jobs are created
in the manufacture of the building materials
and the construction of the RDP houses, it
is proposed in this article that the number
of jobs created and economic development
promoted through the more incremental
approaches to settlement development
far outnumber this. Thus there is greater
value in spreading government’s human
settlements budget across more serviced
sites compared to using these funds to
deliver fewer RDP sites and top structures.
Opportunities for increasing the number of
local small builders involved in incremental
settlement approaches can be further
enhanced if government breaks up larger
settlement projects into smaller sub projects
and allocates responsibility to different small
builders to put in the basic infrastructure
like roads, paths, toilets, etc. in different
areas. Labour based construction methods,
drawing on experiences gained in the
Expanded Public Works Programme can also
be used to install this infrastructure.
By making land available through incremental
settlement approaches one unleashes
opportunities for many local builders to get
involved in helping all the additional people
who now have land to start to improve their
living conditions. These local builders then
spend more of the money they earn in the
local community.
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Perspective 2: The type
of physical environment
developed and job creation
The type of environment created can also
positively contribute to job creation if the
following issues are taken into account.
Settlements that are built at higher densities
mean that more people are living closer to
each other and there are more customers
able to frequent and utilise the services of
local businesses (shops, hair dressers, etc.)
in a given area. A wider variety of businesses
can be accommodated as there are more
people in a given area that can access and
make use of these businesses.
If the incremental settlement areas are
developed in well located areas, such as
closer to existing settlement areas and on
main public transport routes, this means that
more people are more able to access other
areas where they may be able to get jobs
and employment or find markets. They spend
less on transport costs so they have more
disposable income to spend on other goods
and services. Outsiders to the community
are also more able to access the area
making it more likely that local residents

will be able to find a broader market if they
start their own business. The businesses,
facilities and services available to the
incremental settlement neighbourhood are
not just used by the people in that particular
settlement but are also used by people from
neighbouring settlements.
The basic services at the household level
and at the neighbourhood level, provided
at the start of the incremental settlement
process, do not have to be restricted to basic
water, basic toilet facilities, pedestrian paths,
storm water, refuse removal, pre-payment
electricity and pubic lighting, but also can
include (to name just a few) fire walls, access
to free wifi services, storage units, post office
facilities, CCTV4 cameras, and street trading
facilities (like covered hawkers facilities).
All these basic services make it easier for
people to operate small businesses.
The provision of water and sanitation,
pedestrian paths and storm water drainage,
as well as refuse removal, create an
environment where people are more willing
to visit and stay. This makes it easier for
households to open and maintain a local small
business. Access to electricity also allows
people to operate fridges, cooking facilities
and other business related equipment. Fire
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walls allow people to incrementally develop
at higher densities, wifi access allows people
to start and run businesses, and people
can use storage units to protect goods and
equipment needed for running a business.
Post office facilities allow people in that
neighbourhood to have direct access to the
outside world and CCTV cameras mean that
people live in a more secure environment
and are thereby more willing to invest in that
area. Street trading facilities provide spaces
where people are able to operate small
business activities. All these basic services
mean that people are able to undertake
small scale economic activity close to where
they live.
Many of the issues listed in perspective
2 apply to both RDP housing development
approaches as well as to incremental
settlement approaches, but when they are
taken into account in more incremental
approaches to settlement development
they have the potential to make a larger
difference to job creation opportunities as
the number of households benefiting from
more incremental settlement approaches
will be far larger than those that benefit from
an RDP package each year.

Perspective 3: The
development support
provided and job creation

All these forms of housing support make
it easier for households to organise
the building of their own houses by
approaching local small builders and
service providers.

All the above support functions and
services go a long way towards developing
a supportive environment at the local level
for the emergence of small businesses and
development of the local economy.

Incremental settlement development is not
just about providing people with access to
tenure secure land and basic services and
incrementally upgrading the tenure and services
over time. Households also need to be supported,
through a housing support programme, to
use their own resources to improve their own
housing and living environments. Housing
support also needs to be seen as part of a
broader development support programme that
includes small business support, social support,
and organisation development support
(Eglin, 2017c).

There is also a strong link between
incremental
settlement
development
approaches and the Community Work
Programme (CWP). The CWP can be used
to lay pavements, to upgrade the water
and sanitation systems (lay pipes and
build ablution blocks), and upgrade tenure
arrangements (by recording and maintaining
a list, linked to a geo-referenced data base,
of who is living in the area). Participation in
any CWP should not be seen by community
members as a permanent employment
opportunity, but it should rather be seen
as a safety net for many people who don’t
have access to formal employment. Special
attention will need to be given to ensure that
the type of jobs that are provided through the
CWP do not negatively disrupt opportunities
for small business entrepreneurs to undertake
these same jobs. The CWP provides a
platform where people can get training in
life skills, different craft skills (plumbing, pipe
laying, brick laying, electrical, carpentry, etc.)
and small business development skills. CWP
beneficiaries are then able to use these
skills and the work experience they gain to
start their own businesses and obtain more
formal employment.

Recommendations and
conclusions

Housing support includes, for example,
government helping people save and get
loans to improve their houses and living
environments. This support could be in
the form of training in how to improve
existing stokvel clubs, set up saving and
loan schemes, as well as grant funding
for NGO’s that support these savings and
loans schemes. Once people start to save,
this opens up opportunities for people to
use their savings track record to motivate
for additional loans. Households will
then be able to access both their savings
and additional loans to spend on home
improvement, meaning they can employ
more local small builders. The experience
and track record that people gain in savings
and loans schemes for housing development
can then also be used to save and take out
loans for small business activities.
Other elements of housing support includes
supporting communities and households,
that form part of an incremental settlement
development project:
• to work together as part of bulk buying
schemes to access cheaper building
materials and construction services;
• by providing a community managed and
curated data base of active builders
and material suppliers in a particular
community; providing skills training in
construction skills; and
• by providing households with information
on how to build and/ or manage the
building of their own houses.

Business support programmes and centres
also form part of a broader development
support programme. This includes the
establishment of incubator spaces where
small and emerging businesses (be it
construction related or any form of business)
can access shared office and manufacturing
spaces. These business incubators also
provide skills training in how to start,
expand and manage small, medium and
micro businesses, as well as providing
access to start up loans. The housing and
business support centres can work closely
by sharing information, spaces, services
and clients to provide more cost effective
services to homeowners and small business
practitioners. Once again this broader
development support goes a long way to
helping people to build and arrange the
building of their own houses, and helping
people to start and grow their own business
ventures from the ground up.
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This article advocates an intersectional
approach to housing development, one that
not only looks at the provision of shelter
alone, but the creation of living environments
where people have opportunities to thrive.
This is especially important in South
Africa today in the context of a shrinking
government revenue base, and in a
situation where we as a country are looking
for ways to address the increasing demand
for land and housing and to address the
triple challenge of poverty, inequality and
unemployment.
It is recommended that government needs
to increase its incremental settlement
programmes (including the upgrading of
informal settlements and managed land
settlement) and introduce a new housing
support programme that forms part of a
more comprehensive development support
programme. In effect this means that
government needs to reduce the amount
of national budget funding going to top
structure construction and use these funds
to rather obtain new land and develop
far more serviced and basic serviced
sites, provide some form of basic tenure
recognition, and introduce a new housing
support programme.
Pursuing a more incremental approach
to settlement development will address
unemployment in that more people will
have the opportunity to get involved in small
business development for all the reasons
listed in this article. As more people have
opportunities to be involved in local small
businesses there is a reduction in economic
poverty. Material poverty will be significantly
reduced as more people will also have access
to basic services, like water, sanitation and
electricity. Inequality will also be reduced as
the gap between those that have in the past
been ‘lucky’ enough to get a full RDP housing
package and those who had to live in informal
settlements (and backyard shacks and other

inadequate conditions) will be reduced as
more people will have access to basic services
and basic tenure recognition.
As a country we have been fixated on
building housing top structures and have
been blind to the damage this is doing for
those that are not getting top structures
quickly enough and have to live in informal
settlements without access to basic
services and tenure security. We have been
blind to the advantages of incremental

approaches in helping us address our
land and housing needs as well as our
employment and job creation needs. This
article is not suggesting that by shifting to
more incremental settlement approaches
this will automatically solve all our land
and housing as well as employment and
economic challenges, but it is suggesting
that by making this shift this will make a
significant impact in these two areas.
In conclusion, not only are incremental

approaches to settlement development (like
managed land settlement and the upgrading
of informal settlements) good for helping to
address the land and housing challenges of
the country, but they are also good for helping
to address the triple challenges of poverty,
unemployment, and inequality. Government
needs to take the lead and make a bold
decision and shift from an emphasis on RDP
housing towards an emphasis on incremental
settlement approaches combined with a new
housing support programme.
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DO IT YOURSELF
(D.I.Y) URBANISM: AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR
RAPID DEVELOPMENT
IN CITIES
Qhamani Neza Tshazi

Citizens have become creative in claiming their right

to the city. In recent years we have seen a rise in what is
called Do It Yourself (DIY) urbanism where residents
have claimed back their right to the city, including the
right to influence how they live and thrive in a city.
Strategically formulated poverty reduction
processes should take place at the local,
city and national scale to ensure everyone
realises their right to the city. Ensuring
citizens' full rights to the city involves more
than just giving people access to the city
but also the right to influence change and
to use the city in ways that make sense to
them. Historically municipal officials have
always attempted to have some degree of
control over cities and of what takes place
in and around them. This control is exercised
through policies and by-laws which are
implemented in the final instance by law
enforcement officials. This has ensured that
anything that city-dwellers do to influence
the look and feel of a city outside of the
ambits of policies and by-laws is deemed
lawlessness and is often criminalised.
Citizens have become creative in claiming
their right to the city. In recent years we
have seen a rise in what is called Do It
Yourself (DIY) urbanism where residents

have claimed back their right to the city,
including the right to influence how they
live and thrive in a city.
But what is DIY urbanism and how is it linked
to the right to the city? In this article we
want to unpack the concept of DIY urbanism
and the extent to which it is essential in any
conversation about the right to the city. At
the core, DIY urbanism grapples with the
question of ‘who does the city belong to and
who holds the right to determine how city
dwellers must experience a city’?
This article argues for DIY urbanism as a
means to ensure rapid development in
cities. It is further argued that through DIY
urbanism citizens have laid claim to and
have actively demanded and protected their
right to the city. This article also provides
a few examples of where DIY urbanism is
taking place and the extent to which it has
led to positive change with citizens fully
claiming their right to the city.
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The key message of this article is that DIY
urbanism is not necessarily a bad thing
and that city governments can benefit from
creating room and space that allows city
dwellers to lay claim to the city and influence
how the city space is used for the benefit
of all and not just a select few. It is argued
that this approach is what lies squarely at
the heart of the notion of the right to the city
in that city dwellers influence the form of the
city, not the other way round.

Understanding DIY
Urbanism
Urbanism can be understood as how
inhabitants of towns or cities interact with
the built environment. DIY urbanism is in
essence resident driven, low budget, and
often designed to be a temporary urban
intervention (Finn, 2014:381). In recent
years, there has been a significant increase
in DIY urbanism, also often defined as
incremental urban improvement. Scholars
often refer to this form of urbanism as tactical,
pop-up or guerrilla urbanism (Talen, 2014;
Pagano 2013; Finn, 2014). There are various
reasons why people choose to engage in DIY
urbanism but more often than not it boils
down to the absence of an alternative. Street
hawkers, informal settlement dwellers, taxi
operators, etc. are amongst the many DIY
urbanists who, through creativity and other
means, find ways to claim their right to

the city outside of the confines of limiting
government policies and by-laws. Street
hawkers, for example, will conduct their
business where there is potential foot traffic
without so much as caring whether the city
by-laws and policies allow them to trade in
that area or not. Their primary concern is
putting food on the table and in making a
living. It is up to the city government to create
a legislative environment that supports the
hawker community to find space in the city,
and not to criminalize or intimidate them only
because the by-laws were never written with
hawkers in mind.
The DIY urbanism approach is a direct
opposite to the top down bureaucratically
sanctioned and funded urban change
that is largely associated with urban
planning. Bureaucratically
sanctioned
urban development includes RDP housing
development, township establishment and
also the development of gated communities.
These create a gap or barrier in the public
space whereby access for some translates to
lack of access for others. In some instances
these bureaucratically sanctioned urban

developments hinder or limit the degree of
socio-spatial integration. Landman (2006)
informs us that one of the best ways to
measure the socio-spatial integration of
an area is the degree of accessibility that
is available to all urban residents. This
accessibility refers to the ease in which
opportunities and facilities existent within
cities are accessed. In positive environments
where integration occurs, it is possible for the
poor citizens to gain access to opportunities
that are created as a result of the resources
of the wealthier citizens because of
integration. In gated communities however
this integration is not possible as only a
certain class bracket gets to stay within
these communities, thus the opportunities
generated are limited to only local residents.
According to Le Goix & Webster (2008), gated
communities represent a form of urbanism,
which is governed by the privatization of
public space where access is limited to
inhabitants only and those privileged enough
to be invited to share the space with them.
This infringes on the urban poors’ right to the
city. Similarly RDP projects also limit sociospatial integration thereby infringing on the
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right to the city. These projects are normally
located on the urban periphery, worsening
urban sprawl and achieving little integration
between the rich and the poor.
Whereas bureaucratically sanctioned urban
change is controlled by governments based
on some master plan, DIY urbanism has the
people at the centre and is a typical bottom up
development exercise (Talen, 2014; Pagano,
2013; Finn, 2014). More often than not,
government criminalizes DIY urbanism - this is
seen in its response to informality particularly
within city centres and surrounding urban
areas. In South Africa, DIY urbanism though in
existence is often criminalized. For example,
street hawkers are often removed from their
stalls, informal settlements are frequently
demolished and informal taxi ranks closed
due to lack of permits regardless of their
convenience and favourable locations for the
poor. Unlike many other parts of the world, the
formation of South African cities is interlinked
with both its history and present day struggles
of many of its inhabitants and conversations
about the right to the city are best understood
in context.

The South African City
and the notion of the Right
to the City
Cities around the world are seen as a
microcosm of society, and a place of
opportunity. For many people the city
is a ticket out of poverty, a chance to
get a better life and improve their living
conditions. The city is a hive of activity,
a cultural and economic melting point
(Wirth, 1938:10). The same is true for
South African cities that host people from
surrounding smaller towns who are all
chasing economic emancipation.
The present South African city is a strong
reflection of its apartheid foundations.
South Africa entered the 1990s carrying the
weight of a legacy of colonial and apartheid
planning. This legacy manifested itself in
spatially segregated, extremely separated
and severely fragmented and isolated urban
areas (Smith, 2005:58). Apartheid is viewed
by Hansen (2009:239) as a spatial policy
that was designed to keep people from
different racial groups physically apart. This
policy was, however, more than just a plan
for building neighbourhoods, it was rather
part of a larger network of plans to control
the social and geographical mobility of black
South Africans.
In post-apartheid South Africa, the legacy
of apartheid planning still lingers, and the
already inherited spatial patterns of uneven
development have been supplemented by
new forms of division and exclusion (Smith
2005:50). These new forms of spatial
division are between the abandoned city
(from a high income perspective) and the
new luxury suburban enclaves. There is also
the increasing gap between townships, the
inner city and the suburbs (Smith 2005:50).
Thus the reality is that cities in South
Africa are highly polarized, displaying huge
contrasts in wealth and poverty with the
creation of exclusive enclaves for the rich
and poor (Hansen, 2009:236). Thus though
in apartheid South Africa race was a tool
of exclusion, capital has replaced race and
emerged as a new form of segregation in
post apartheid South Africa (Mphambukeli
2018:4). This cycle of segregation, be it

racial or economic, has led to many fighting
to claim their right to the city.
The right to the city is framed by a
strong ethical base aiming to reduce
inequality across the local, city, national
and international scale (Parnell & Pieterse,
2010:149). The right to the city is often
misunderstood as just the right to access
the city. Harvey (2003:939) however argues
that the right to the city involves also the
right to change the city to the desires of
our hearts. Thus, as Lefebvre (cited in
Marcuse, 2009:189) points out, the right
to the city encompasses the right to gain
access to information, utilize services within
the city while also allowing residents the
right to influence the shape and form of the
urban environment. Parnell and Pieterse
(2010:149) speak of four generational rights
that individuals are entitled to within the
city. First generation rights are focused on
the individual and include the right to vote,
health and education. Second generation
rights are at the household service level
and speak to issues of housing, water,
energy and waste. Third generation rights
are at the neighbourhood or city scale and
include entitlements such as safety, public
transport and social amenities while fourth
generation rights are freedom from external
risks such as war, economic tensions and
climate change (Parnell & Pieterse, 2010).
Cities generally do or at least try to do a
good job in the provision of first generation
rights. However a narrow focus on good
governance or municipal planning is
inadequate to upholding 2nd, 3rd and 4th
generation urban rights.
A key component of the right to the city is the
need for equity. Savas (1979:145) defined
equity as the fairness, impartiality or equality
of services. One could successfully argue
in a city where every citizen has an equal
right to the city that there is urban equity
whereas when inequity thrives, one could
argue that the right to the city ceases to exist
for some. The reality is that in today’s ‘pay
to use’ climate, achieving equity is difficult
and often an impossible feat to achieve if one
doesn’t have the capital to facilitate it. Bond
(2000:38) contended that present South
African urban governance reforms have
cemented existing patterns of inequality by
using market mechanisms. These market
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mechanisms are emphasised through a
government that links the number of urban
services to be provided to those people with
the ability to pay (Bond 2000:37).

The Poor and the Right to
the City
Poor people are often excluded from actively
claiming their right to the city. The physical
gap (space) and the market gap (money)
are the two biggest tools that are used to
exclude the poor from actively claiming their
right to the city. The physical gap is displayed
through restricted access to private spaces
in the city; these private spaces are often
spaces of economic opportunity such as
shopping centres which generate a lot of
foot traffic that would have otherwise been
business for informal traders. This physical
gap even extends to the gap between the
poor and their ability to access decent
housing within the inner city or at least close
to the city. RDP projects are often located on
city outskirts with no reliable public transport
and thus people are forced, if they want to
be close to opportunities, to erect informal
structures in areas usually located closer to
the city centre. The market gap manifests
itself in how spaces to participate formally in
the economy of cities are reserved for those
who can pay. Street hawkers in many cities
find themselves on pavements having to
trade their goods in areas where no adequate
shelter is provided. Informal taxi drivers have
to create taxi ranks in spaces where there
are no proper shelters, ablution facilities
and other basic infrastructure necessary to
support this kind of business. Often they take
up parking spots in town “forcing” the city to
recognize their rights to the city.
Generally, many of the cities in South Africa
have adopted an “anti poor” stance as a
lingering spatial planning design feature
inherited from the apartheid government.
As an example, cities have constantly
adopted anti street vendor measures.
Manoko (2012:20) notes that the City of
Johannesburg in partnership with other
private stakeholders has initiated city
improvement district initiatives which have
led to a certain level of privatization of
previously public spaces, where activities
such as street trading have been prohibited.
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Strict control measures have been initiated in
these private spaces, and failure to comply
by street traders leads to confrontation and
conflict with the law (Manoko, 2012:20).
Operation “Clean Sweep” launched in 2013
by the City of Johannesburg as a means
to “stop illegal trading, illegal dumping,
littering, land and building invasions, and
other by-law contraventions” (South African
Press Association, 2013) can be linked in
part to this privatization of public space.
The city does this privatisation through the
demarcation of private from public space
using a series of physical barriers and
thus proceeds to fine or arrest whoever
is in contravention of this demarcation.
Furthermore in Cape Town sharp rocks have
been placed under the overpass around a My
Citi bus depot, touted as a security measure
while in fact this is a way of chasing away the
urban poor who sleep under the bridge and
use it as a place of shelter.

DIY Urbanism versus
structured exclusion
Many critics to DIY urbanism tout it as an
unsafe and unregulated mode of development
(Finn, 2014; Lee & Milstead, 2017). To some
degree this may be true but one can argue
that even controlled development can have
some negative consequences. For example,
gentrification has been at the forefront of this
safe and regulated new wave of urbanism
and though it has regeneration as its
heartbeat, its outcome screams exclusion.
Pacione (2009:211) describes gentrification
as a process of socio-spatial change where
the rehabilitation of residential property in a
working class neighbourhood by relatively
affluent incomers leads to the displacement
of former residents unable to afford the
increased costs of housing that accompany
regeneration. Practical cases in South
African cities include the Maboneng Precint
in Johannesburg which has now been
transformed into an arts and culture hub and
a hive of restaurants but sadly out of reach
for the poor urban dwellers who were once its
inhabitants. Though they may have physical
access they simply do not have the financial
means to stay, play and enjoy Maboneng.
They may still have jobs in the area but their
participation in the economy is usually that of

providing labour while commuting from the
townships and spending a fortune of their
income on transportation.
As explained above, the right to the city is
linked to access. Access is a component of
distance and how far one is from something
defines the level of access one has to it.
Distance can further be broken down into
two parts: the physical distance and the
psychological distance. Physical distance is
the distance that can be measured between
two places. The psychological distance
is the one that cannot be measured and
depends on an individual’s perspective.
Psychological distance is thus a subjective
experience judged on how something is
far away or close to the individual (Trope &
Liberman, 2010:1). Therefore it is possible
for something to be located physically close
to an individual but still be far from them as
they do not have the means to access it. The
right to the city as a concept is tied to the
psychological distance, citizens can all have
the same physical distance to travel in order
to “access” the city but their perceptions on
this access may differ.
Hansen (2009:238) acknowledges how,
due to desperation to find somewhere to
live, the poor are often located far away
from opportunities in areas that have
insufficient public transport services with
no recreation facilities. This is true for most
South African cities where poor access to
public transportation has forced the rise
of informal taxis commonly referred to as
“amaphela” which provide an important
service that cities have failed to provide.
In essence DIY urbanism closes the
psychological gap between people and cities
ensuring that even those people without the
financial means to fully participate in what
the city has to offer are still able to access
the city without exerting undue financial
pressure on themselves.
Cities often create programs for economic
and social development, but these often
do not seem to benefit everyone. Fainstein
and Fainstein (1996:270) argue that public
programmes (those created by government)
create winners and losers, with the losers
more often than not being those individuals
already suffering from social and economic
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disadvantages. DIY urbanism presents a
unique opportunity for cities to support
bottom up development that has the people
as its driver. Thus instead of criminalizing
activities where people have sought to
stake a claim to a city, cities could assist
these DIY urbanists by allowing them a
chance to explore their right to the city.
Instead of creating smaller pavements in
cities to deter street hawkers, cities could
create spaces in the city whereby hawkers
are recognized. Instead of creating by-laws
against the poor, cities could create by-laws
that assist them and facilitate their inclusion
in the city. Instead of fighting informal
settlement dwellers, cities could make
land available and recognize the tenure of
dwellers ensuring that they too can develop
their land without fear of being evicted. Cities
could then spend less money on building
houses for everyone but rather assist
people in incrementally building their own
homes. Furthermore, instead of arresting
informal taxi drivers, cities could issue them
with permits to transport passengers, and
rather than criminalizing their operations,
spend money on assisting them ensure the
road worthiness of their vehicles thereby
protecting passengers and ensuring that
these taxis also contribute to the economy.

Conclusion
In conclusion, at its core DIY urbanism
pushes for cities to support what residents
are already doing by ensuring that they
too can use informal means to access
and use the city in ways that benefit
them. DIY urbanism doesn’t stop cities
from continuously finding ways to improve
formal development in the city but asks
for a parallel process that also recognizes
informality. This article asks of cities to
look through their by-laws and polices and
to interrogate the extent to which these
recognise informality and the extent to
which they create a conducive environment
for the poor to thrive in the city. Above all,
it asks of city administrators and decisionmakers to find ways to bridge the inequality
gap in their cities by not only formally
developing the city but also recognising
and accommodating informal forms of DIY
urbanism as well. After all, who does the
city belong to?
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DIGITAL PLATFORMS
AS SERVICE DELIVERY
ENABLERS
Sikhander Coopoo

We use our digital devices at work, on the
street, in our cars, whilst relaxing at home
and sometimes in bed. You might even
be reading this article from your mobile
device right now.
With 5 million apps to download from Apple
and Google App Stores, with the average
smartphone owner using about 30 apps
each month (see Box 1) and with digital
platforms and smartphone penetration
growing at a steady rate, app usage
isn’t showing any signs of slowing down
in the near future. With over 2.7 billion
smartphone users globally (Blair, 2019)
and about 20 – 22 million smartphone
users in South Africa (Holst, 2019), the
mobile app industry is booming.

Computers, laptops, cell phones and tablet
computers are increasingly becoming
tools of choice for communication with
government. The availability of information
to enable public accountability in local
government is not a problem. What is
the problem is the accessibility of such
information. This article highlights some
key areas that may not be in the full view
of practitioners, decision makers and
consumers of local government services
when using digital platforms such as
mobile applications (apps) to access local
government information. It advocates
for changes in practice and for decision
makers to take cognizance of these
blind spots: things such as noise and
confusion, competition between platforms,

BOX ONE

Some Global Mobile App Statistics

Mobile applications, commonly referred to as apps, are software developed for use
on wireless mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Apps are designed with
the limitations and features of mobile devices in mind.
• Mobile apps are expected to generate $189 billion in revenue by 2020.
• The Apple App Store has 2.2 million apps available for download.
• There are 2.8 million apps available for download on the Google Play Store.
• 21% of Millennials open an app 50+ times per day.
• 49% of people open an app 11+ times each day.
• 57% of all digital media usage comes from mobile apps.
• The average smartphone owner uses 30 apps each month.
SOURCE: BLAIR, 2019
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With over 2.7 billion

smartphone users globally

and about 20 – 22 million

smartphone users in South
Africa, the mobile app
industry is booming.

increase in service delivery reports and
complaints and the inability of responsible
departments to respond on time, the
inequality gap that is widened as a result
of inaccessibility of data, etc, all of which
are important to keep in mind in pursuit of
technology based platforms.
Researching what may not be in the full
view can be a tricky exercise especially
on a topic relating to the world of
digital technology. It is easier to write
about what we can see more so than
what we don’t or can’t see and to then
determine the relevance of such. The
primary research methods used for
this article involved desktop research,
drawing on personal experience,
an online survey and key informant
interviews (using a questionnaire).
The desktop research exercise helped
to understand the current trends
regarding the use of digital platforms for
strengthening local governance in South
Africa. This article also draws on experiences
of some seasoned local government
practitioners who were interviewed, including
developers of those mobile apps.
The relevance of this article at the time
when South Africa is fast entering an age
of digital revolution cannot be understated.
There is a great push for government
to embrace technology and to use it as
a positive force, and this makes sense
considering that almost every household
in South Africa has a cellular telephone,
which is a resource that can be tapped into
to strengthen governance. The readiness of
government in the manner it is structured,
resourced and skilled is something that this

article explores. To do this, it draws on the
mobile applications that have already been
launched and used to see how these are
faring in strengthening local governance,
what the key challenges are and what
lessons need to be learned as we move
with speed towards what many call the
fourth industrial revolution – the world of all
things smart and technology based.

in this day and age it is equally important
to advance conversations on inclusive
local governance.

This article uses the words womxn, mxn
and humxn as opposed to woman, man
and human as a conscious way of ensuring
the inclusion of transgender persons. By
so doing we recognise that as important
as it is to embrace the world of technology

According to Statistics South Africa’s
General Household Survey of 2018
(Statistics South Africa, 2018), 10.4%
of South African households have direct
internet access at home, while 64.7% of
South African households have internet

Internet access in
South Africa and local
government

access at work, place of study or internet
cafes. About 17.3% of households in
metropolitan areas have access to the
internet at home. This was true for only
1.7% of rural households in general and
less than one per cent of rural households
in North West and Limpopo. The General
Household Survey (2018) also indicates
that mobile access has made the internet
more accessible to households in rural
areas. This is reflected in the General
Household Survey as shown in Graph 1
and Table 1 below.

Graph 1: Internet access in South Africa
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Table 1

PLACE WHERE
INTERNET IS
ACCESSED
AT HOME

AT WORK

USING MOBILE
DEVICES

AT INTERNET CAFES
OR EDUCATIONAL
FACILITIES

RURAL /
URBAN
STATUS

PROVINCE (PER CENT)
WC

EC

NC

FS

KZN

NW

GP

MP

LP

RSA

Metro

30,5

6,3

-

13,4

8,9

-

17,5

-

-

17,3

Urban

17,0

5,7

5,9

5,8

6,9

5,1

11,5

6,1

5,4

8,0

Rural

15,5

1,4

1,1

2,9

1,2

0,8

6,4

3,1

0,6

1,7

TOTAL

25,8

4,1

4,6

7,6

5,6

3,0

16,7

4,4

1,7

10,4

Metro

22,7

23,5

-

12,4

23,3

-

27,2

-

-

25,0

Urban

19,7

12,9

14,5

12,3

19,7

10,7

17,5

7,9

18,8

14,9

Rural

9,5

1,8

3,3

2,9

3,1

4,6

9,7

5,5

1,8

3,3

TOTAL

21,1

11,8

11,4

11,1

15,1

7,6

25,8

6,5

5,7

16,2

Metro

67,8

71,6

-

69,5

60,0

-

68,6

-

-

67,4

Urban

54,5

57,9

55,2

63,7

61,2

68,1

68,6

76,1

58,1

63,7

Rural

26,8

36,9

50,2

50,8

45,2

46,7

34,6

63,1

38,9

45,0

TOTAL

61,7

53,7

53,9

63,6

54,9

57,2

68,3

68,8

43,3

60,1

Metro

15,5

17,6

-

4,3

10,4

-

17,8

-

-

15,8

Urban

13,8

9,8

2,9

10,9

9,2

5,8

5,7

2,5

5,6

7,6

Rural

0,0

1,5

1,9

5,9

4,0

7,7

0,0

4,6

1,9

3,5

TOTAL

14,1

9,0

2,6

8,3

7,8

6,7

16,1

3,7

2,7

10,1

SOURCE: STATISTICS SOUTH AFRICA, 2018: 58

The statistics above show clearly that not
everyone in South Africa has access to
the internet. It also points out clearly that
people in rural areas have far less access to
the internet than their urban counterparts.
Government has generally made efforts
across the country to provide internet access
in some public facilities. Those who do not
have internet access at home can access it
through these public ‘hotspots’.
Often these hotspots are off-limits to people
with disabilities, children and womxn who
may not feel safe in many of these areas or
may not be able to physically access them
at all. This already means that there are
certain people who may be limited from
engagement in conversations and debates
about governance held in technologically
based platforms. This also means that the
most vulnerable persons in our society are
more likely to be excluded from the benefits
that the internet brings, such as easier
participation in the labour market, online
work, and gaining access to health, financial
and educational online resources, etc. which
are all benefits access to the internet brings.

A report published by Media Monitoring
Africa and others (MMA et al, 2019: 06),
states that “universal access to online
information can, should and must be made
accessible for all persons in South Africa”.
This report highlights that the Constitution of
the Republic of South Africa guarantees the
right to information in section 16 and section
32 which provides for the right to freedom
of expression and for the self-standing
right of access to information. Various laws
have been enacted to give effect to these
rights, including the Promotion of Access to
Information Act No.2 of 2000 (PAIA) and the
Protection of Personal Information Act No.4
of 2013 (POPIA). These establish justiciable
rights1 which can be enforced through the
courts if the state fails to give effect to them
in a constitutionally-compliant manner (MMA
et al, 2019: 18).
The report by MMA goes further to state that
universal access “has been recognised in
policy commitments and statements at the
domestic, regional and international levels.
However, this is not borne out by the reality
on the ground. Rather, South Africa continues
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to face a significant digital divide, with
vulnerable and marginalised communities
remaining worst-affected - which only
serves to entrench, and potentially worsen,
the existing socio-economic divides in the
country” (MMA et al, 2019: 06). The report
proposes a seven-point implementation plan
for achieving universal and a basic level of free
access to online information in South Africa,
which is framed through a rights-based lens:
1. Provision of free public access to the
internet at government facilities;
2. Provision of zero-rated2 access to
government websites;
3. Roll-out of free wi-fi in public spaces;
4. Provision of access to the internet as a
basic municipal service;
5. Implementation
of
government
sponsored digital literacy and skills
development programmes;
6. Minimum protections3 in the provision of
free access to the internet; and
7. Oversight and monitoring of the
progressive realisation of free access to
the internet.

At its December 2017 National Conference,
as referenced by the Interactive Advertising
Bureau (2018), the ANC resolved to
“encourage efforts by Government and
the private sector to deploy broadband
infrastructure and services and also ensure
accessibility of free wi-fi as part of the
development of economic inclusion. Free
wi-fi must also be provided in rural areas as
well as metros and in all public schools, clinics,
libraries, etc.” (IAB-SA, 2018)
The South African government’s policy
position has been that: “while universal
service is the ultimate objective in South
Africa, universal access strategies will be put
in place to achieve communications for all
in communities, and categories of persons
in need of demand-side subsidies, in the
medium-term. The provision of free access
must be made available to all persons in
South Africa, on an equal basis and without
discrimination” ( MMA, 2019:10).
This policy stance of government seeks to
align with the views as expressed by the
MMA and others (i.e. Phakathi, 2019) that
internet access should be regarded as
a basic municipal service in the country,
alongside water, sanitation, and electricity.
Free internet will not only help the most
vulnerable to gain access to government
services, but it also assists people in finding
jobs, communicating with each other and
accessing online educational resources.
Universal access will help to achieve digital
equity amongst citizens, including those
living in rural areas.
South Africa, like many economies of its
size, is fast approaching an era of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR) which could see
it grow its domestic economy and see it
compete as an economic force globally. The
country has so much to offer the world: it
has a vibrant society, a youthful population,
natural resources, industries built and
sustained over time, a solid constitutional
democracy, and a private sector that is
willing to assist. While grappling with chronic
poverty, widening inequality and rising
youth unemployment, technology provides
a possibility for the country to meet its
present day challenges. Digital technology in
South Africa has to support socio-economic
transformation and not just become an

enabler for the rich and powerfully connected
to become richer. Local government is best
located to facilitate this level of inclusion of
the marginalised.

Learning from how local
government is using
technology to improve
governance
Many municipalities are already using
technology to communicate and reach out
to their citizens. The national government
has also initiated its flagship digital project,
GovChat, which is a social media platform
that enables interactive communication
between government officials and
communities across the country on service
delivery issues. It also provides information
to citizens on who their ward councillor is,
allows them to submit their service delivery
queries, rate the quality of their experiences
with public servants, provides an opportunity
for people to donate to communities in
need, offering an early warning system for
municipalities as to what challenges are
being faced in the local communities in
their jurisdiction, etc. This is not unique just
to GovChat as many municipalities have
their own platforms that provide the same
services and more. Some even conduct
customer satisfaction surveys through
these digital platforms like those of Nelson
Mandela Bay Metro.
The challenge with these mobile applications
is that they are not widely known and
therefore are used only by those who know
about them. In an interview with a senior
member of the Eastern Cape Provincial
government she indicated that she was not
aware of GovChat, and wondered that if she
did not know about it, how much more this
applied for the local community members
who should be using the platform.
The introduction of a quick and accessible
way for community members to report service
delivery issues to the municipality in an
efficient and effective way from the comforts
of their homes is an absolutely welcomed
and progressive intervention. However it
serves no purpose if the municipality itself
is not structured in ways that facilitate rapid
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responses to the queries raised. For example,
the administration of many of the mobile
applications rests with the municipality’s
Information Technology or Communications
Unit, and then when a query is received (e.g.
water leak or pothole) it must be forwarded
to the relevant department which must then
respond to it. Many municipalities are yet
to achieve the level of internal coordination
necessary to achieve a speedy response that
the technology intends to facilitate.
There are a number of challenges that
municipalities with online applications
indicate they have faced as a result of
introducing the online mobile applications to
facilitate ease of communication and speedy
service delivery. The section below captures
and summarises some of these:

a. Ability to respond with
speed
Due to the poor coordination noted above,
as a result of failures of municipalities to
syncronise and coordinate service delivery
queries, the responsible departments fail to
respond to the service delivery queries on
time. Some departments noted their inability
to plan properly as service delivery queries
are received from the online applications
requiring that they respond in order of receipt
of the queries, thereby not prioritising certain
areas over others.
One departmental head interviewed
indicated that the lack of a policy around
their response to queries raised through the
mobile application was problematic in that it
meant that it was possible for his technical
team to be sent to one area time and time
again for as long as residents in that area
were actively reporting queries through
the mobile application. He viewed this as a
potentially unjust distribution of resources in
the municipality. He also indicated that since
the introduction of the municipal mobile
application, his department was receiving a
significantly larger number of service delivery
faults reported in a single day than it had in
the past. This he viewed as problematic in
that the capacity in his department had not
increased in line of this increased demand.
He indicated that it was physically impossible
to respond to the service delivery queries and

faults reported with the speed that the mobile
app and the communication messaging of
the municipality promises. This view was
shared by a few other departmental heads
from the various municipalities interviewed.

responses to service delivery queries raised
through the mobile platforms are potentially
concentrated in those areas where people
are not faced with bread-buying challenges,
in other words real poverty.

It would appear as though while the
municipality intends to strengthen
communication with its citizens and facilitate
a rapid response to service delivery faults
reported, it had not thought carefully about
the pressure this would place on its existing
technical capacity and its ability to facilitate
such rapid response. One departmental head
indicated that the municipality was slow in
approving the budget he needed to increase
the capacity in his team due to a limited
budget and a need to keep the salary budget
of the municipality relatively low. This is not
unique to any one municipality as the key
message from the Treasury to municipalities
has been that they must limit their spending
and for municipalities to keep their salary
budgets relatively low. Trying to achieve this,
while increasing the demand on municipal
service delivery, technical response services
will require a fine balancing act. What is clear
is that with mobile technology comes an
increased demand on the technical response
services which is something municipalities
need to keep in mind.

Accessibility and connectivity to mobile data
and wifi remains a precious commodity for
many South Africans, especially for those
living in rural areas where accessibility,
long distances and generally lower levels
of income are serious challenges. It is
also important to remember that even in
instances where free wifi is available at
government hotspots, electricity is needed
to charge devices. The ability to access
and use the internet effectively is central to
the digital inclusion of South Africa’s poor.
Advocating for internet access for the poor
is central in conversations about equality
and it has to be part of South Africa’s
economic, social and political discourse.
Accessibility is only fully meaningful when
the poor have the skills and capacities
required to use it to improve their lives and
those of their families and communities.
A concern that decision-makers should
face and grapple with is that of ensuring
affordable access to services. Factors

b. Access to mobile data
A challenge that the increasing use of
mobile applications has highlighted is that
of the accessibility of mobile data or wifi.
From conversations with municipal officials
it would appear as though the stance
of many municipalities on responding
rapidly to queries as raised through mobile
applications lands itself in the conversation
of inequity. Who has access to data and is
able to log in queries to the municipality
using mobile applications? We know from
the Stats SA research that a majority of
people in rural areas do not have access to
wifi. We also know that data in expensive in
South Africa (Kesler, 2019) and that if one
were faced with a choice of buying bread
over mobile data one should opt for bread.
So we can safely assume that those who
can afford data to access municipal mobile
platforms are those who are not faced with
a choice of either to buy bread or to buy
data. This in turn means that municipal
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that affect affordability include the cost
of devices, the applicable distribution and
retail channels, network equipment, and
taxes, including excise duties. Not only is
the cost of a smart phone handset high,
but the cost of data in South Africa is
extremely high. Mobile service providers
in South Africa are being petitioned to
cut the cost of data. Research (Business
Report, 2018) shows that South Africa
has the third most expensive data cost
among BRICS4 countries, whilst a report
in Independent Online Newspaper (IOL)
claims South Africa’s data costs are the
highest in the world. 1GB costs R150
in SA, compared to R11 in India, R22 in
Nigeria and R23 in Namibia. However the
comparison needs to also take cost of
living into account (Amandla.Mobi, 2016;
Serumula, 2019). A significant barrier to
data and internet access for the poor in
South Africa is that many tend to have
limited access to finances and little or
no disposable income. There is a need
for municipalities to better understand
the affordability challenges that their
poor citizens face and to help convince
national government to implement
regulatory measures that are mindful of
this injustice.

c. A need to build the skills
necessary to be tech-savvy
The importance of digital literacy cannot
be emphasised enough. It is important
for all as it has the potential to increase
access to information that may unlock
people’s potential and improve their
lives. There should be a commitment
to develop skills across all sectors of
society, from children to the elderly, mxn
and womxn (particularly in marginalised
groups) in order to effectively realise
the desired outcomes of the sustainable
development goals. Such skills must be
rights-based and must go beyond basic
literacy skills to include interventions that
enable the users to meaningfully access
the internet and other Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) to
unlock their own potential as individuals
and as groups and to activate their
agency. Clearly, if unchecked, our digital
revolution has a potential to reinforce
existing power structure inequalities in
our society and to create new forms of
discrimination and privilege.

Table 2

Noise and confusion
We are spoilt for choice when it comes
to choosing mobile apps and websites
to interact with government services. As
indicated, over and above municipality
developed applications, GovChat provides
similar duplicated services. There are
many other residents’ associations and
civil society organizations which are
developing and launching applications that
do almost the same as what municipalities
are doing, providing similar information
and all asking the potential user to
download and use their app. The space
is not regulated, not by municipalities,
not by government or anyone. If an entity
has means and resources, it can simply
develop and launch an app. This creates
confusion and noise as all are competing
for the attention of the same citizen.
Not only does it create confusion for the
user, but creates confusion for the local
government practitioner who needs to
respond to the queries and questions
raised through these apps.
The apps developed by National Government
like GovChat are potentially problematic

as they lift up aggregated information
from the use of the app to inform
the monitoring processes of national
government. As such, municipalities feel
compelled to prioritise responses raised
through queries raised through this
platform over their own. That GovChat is
not synchronised with locally based apps,
particularly those developed by local
citizens, is itself potentially problematic
in that it discounts the agency and
creativeness of local citizens.
Generally, app developers believe that
South Africans still prefer to use websites
more than they do mobile apps. They
believed that while mobile apps are
useful in providing information and to
link municipalities and their citizens they
still believe that websites are a better
and safer option to facilitate things like
e-payments, more detailed information,
downloadable documents, facilitate civic
education, etc. Almost all app developers
interviewed felt that websites were by
far the better, cheaper, faster and a
more accessible and reliable option for
South Africa’s poor. However, like mobile
apps, access to websites also requires
internet connectivity.

MOBILE APP

WEBSITE

My Ekurhuleni App

Report issues on www.ekurhuleni.gov.za/

Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality (NMBM) App

Pay my TV Licence

City Power App

Renew car licence

EskomSePush (load shedding)

Shopping

Namola (for security and any crisis)

Query particular services

Capitec

Internet banking

Pick ‘n Pay

Joburg connect (user said he experiences frustrations as site is
most of the time ‘under construction’)

Telkom

NMBM Interactive Voice Response System to pay services

MyEskom

Telkom, MWeb and City of Cape Town (user said most sites are not
friendly as they don’t take into account people who are not tech savvy)

Whats App - for feedback on service delivery (user said she was
kicked out for challenging racism on a municipal Whats App group)
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Table 2 (previoius page) lists some examples
of tech-based platforms for engaging citizens
that some municipalities have developed.

Ability to facilitate
inclusive decision-making
National government has an extensive variety
of mobile applications and websites available to
consumers for services that cut across different
sectors such as research, information, service
delivery, advocacy and networking.

Some technology based platforms like
those of the Public Service Accountability
Monitor5 (PSAM) and the Parliamentary
Monitoring Group6 (PMG) are well located
when it comes to research, but struggle
when it comes to linking with community
groups and advocacy activities. Municipal
apps tend not to deal with substantive
issues, but rather facilitate quick reporting
of leaks, potholes, and other such service
issues that require a quick-fix.
South Africa also has tech based platforms
that focus on providing information only, as
an entry point to activate constituents. This
is useful for organizations that are looking to
use data for greater participation in advocacy
campaigns and community organizing. Such
initiatives include:

• Amandla.mobi7 is a platform that aims to
‘turn every cell phone in South Africa into
a democracy tool’ through campaigns so
that people can connect with each other
and call for action from government and
other institutions. It aims to amplify the
voices of black womxn from poor socioeconomic areas by equipping them with
cutting-edge tools to organise and take
collective action.
• Grassroot8 is a civic tech tool platform that
allows mobile phone users to organise
meetings, take votes, mobilise and create
action lists. Communities can also start
crowd funding campaigns to raise funds.
• Medicine Price Registry9 can be used to
check what to expect to pay when you get
a prescription from your doctor and find
possible generics for a branded medicine.
• #MineAlert10 shares mining activity
information to promote public and private
sector accountability in the mining sector.
It enables users to access, track and share
information and documents on mining
applications and licences.
• MobiSAM11 (Mobile Social Accountability
and Monitoring) connects Grahamstown
/ Makana residents in the Eastern Cape
to their local municipality. The platform
receives reports from citizens and passes
the reports to the Makana Municipality.
• Municipal Money12 is a web-based and
mobile responsive tool developed to provide
the public with municipal financial data.
• Open Gazettes13 and Open By Laws14
are civic projects designed to help South
Africans gain easier access to by laws and
government gazettes.
• People’s Assembly15 is a website that
provides information about elected
representatives in Parliament and where
their nearest constituency offices are.
• The South African Cities Open Data
Almanac16 (SCODA) is a city-centric data
portal that contains data and indicators
on issues such as city demographics,
productive cities, inclusive cities,
sustainable cities, and well-governed cities.

too many apps and websites, all adding to
the confusion and noise. App fatigue will
result in users not wanting to download new
apps anymore. Reducing the confusion and
noise is of utmost importance, otherwise if
left uncurbed there might just be too many
apps with little impact achieved.

The private sector has also come to the fore
with innovative and solution driven apps.
There are numerous apps developed through
private funding particularly around security
and community policing.

Often civil society’s answer to enhancing
service delivery tends to be to just ‘develop an
app’. Civil society could however play a more
meaningful role in ensuring that standards
are established for how information must
be packaged in ways that strengthen
government - citizen relations. An important

From a consumer perspective, there are just
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One of the ways to help reduce the noise
and confusion is to ensure that digital
literacy programmes are rolled out which
will help consumers with these choices.
When rolling out digital literacy programmes
decision makers must ensure that alternative
ways are thought of to ensure that such
programmes reach the
marginalised,
particularly girls, womxn and disabled
persons. When digital literacy programmes
are implemented, more often it is womxn
who face more participation barriers than
mxn. This is due to the multiple roles that
womxn perform in society, religious and
cultural norms, gender stereotypes, access
to income, transport and now more than ever
safety concerns. Digital literacy programmes
must ensure that womxn understand how
different technologies can help them actively
participate in the economy and in society, and
how such technologies can help to improve
municipal service delivery. It is not only
about lodging a pothole complaint, but more
so on how to utilise effectively technology to
ensure that municipal services are provided
to communities in a sustainable manner.
Decision makers and implementers of
digital literacy programmes must consider
the differences in access and use between
womxn in metros, small towns and rural
areas, womxn of different age groups,
womxn with disabilities and womxn of
different identities and sexualities, and how
such programmes affect black womxn.
If done right, digital literacy programmes
will ensure that womxn and girls are made
more aware of their rights and online
privacy protection laws so that using the
internet does not lead to online (or real life)
harassment, discrimination and violence.

yet often overlooked part of the solution
to changing online culture is by creating
gender-sensitive content. This requires us
moving beyond only implementing digital
literacy programmes to creating real and
meaningful efforts to capacitate especially
black womxn and girls to becoming online
content creators and digital app developers
(including design, back-end coding and
content writing). Mobile applications have
been the new gold rush of software. Like a
gold rush, they will come to an end if app
fatigue compounded by noise and confusion
(and irrelevance) sets in.

Recommendations
The use of mobile phones and digital
platforms for communities and citizens to
engage with government is not enough.
Municipalities must start framing their digital
discussions and decision making within a
humxn rights discourse rather than it solely
being of a technical nature. This must be
done while also using a feminist framework
so as to better understand gender based
power dynamics and to ensure that existing
power dynamics are not reinforced. An

intersectional approach noting race, class,
sex, disability, sexual orientation, economy
and culture is favoured. When deciding
on the appropriate digital platform, those
surveyed for this article recommended that
practitioners and decision-makers should
keep the following in mind:
• Be clear on what the app should do and
don’t expect it to do EVERYTHING. It won’t
slice your bread for you. Functionality and
simplicity does the trick.
• Some of the data collected with apps could
be sensitive, and some apps can easily be
hacked. Security should not rely on a third
party. The app developer and government
must ensure that the server on which data
is stored is secured.
• Technology
changes
rapidly
so
municipalities need to make sure that they
have budgets available to keep up with
these technology changes. For example,
converting from conventional electricity
meters to new smart meters.
• Many government problems are actually
really simple. They are often just database
problems, which are usually simple to
solve. Security and scalability of data

bases are also, largely, solvable problems.
It should not cost half a billion rand in
2019 to solve database problems.
• By far the highest cost in Govtech projects
is not the technology, but the truly insane
spend that has to go into navigating the
political bureaucracy.
• Local government officials seem to be
resistant to provide smart phones to
lower-level workers. This mindset needs
to change in order to facilitate the use of
digital technology at all levels.
It must however be emphasised that the real
benefits of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(4IR) cannot be realised holistically in the
country unless there is universal access to
data. Universal access offers an opportunity
for developing countries to transition to
the digital age. Womxn’s increased access
can potentially play a key role in poverty
reduction, the promotion of safe and healthy
environments and to ensure the provision
of services to communities in a sustainable
manner. The 4IR and the use of big data can
enable municipalities in South Africa to make
use of artificial intelligence, cloud computing
and data analytics.

Conclusion
entrench inequality. Where a possibility for providing solutions that
cannot be used by all for various socio-economic reasons exists,
municipalities should devise solutions to bridge the gap.

This article has attempted to shine a spotlight on the blind
spots that exist in the use and roll out of technologically based
communication solutions in local government. In the context of
this article, a blind spot is an area in your range of vision that you
cannot see properly but which you really should be mindful of. What
should we be seeing? We need to see that the 4IR must support
socio-economic transformation in South Africa. When deciding to
use digital platforms to enable service delivery to communities in
a sustainable manner, municipal decision makers must be fully
aware that the digital app environment is extremely dynamic and
rapidly changing. This means that there is constant competition
between different apps and between digital platforms and these
compete with conventional platforms like call centres. The noise
from these competing voices often results in users being confused
about the best option to choose. Municipal decision makers
must also have a sound understanding of their local community
dynamics, poverty and literacy levels, and must be mindful of who
the potential users of the proposed technology will be so as not to

Careful and considerate choices must be made so that digital
platforms do not end up having the unintended consequence of
being service delivery enablers to the rich and affluent suburbs,
whilst putting a strain on poorer communities. Municipal decision
makers need to fully understand the power dynamics in their
communities and how digital platforms can be an enabler for
womxn to gain greater access to municipal services and functions.
It is important that municipal decisions shift what is in the
blindspot into clear vision. By ensuring that the needs of womxn
are met, municipalities will automatically ensure that the majority
of the population's needs are met. Not only will the majority of
the population's needs be met, but it will mean that the needs of
society’s most vulnerable are met.
This is a good thing.
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GOOD LOCAL GOVERNANCE A
POSSIBILITY: ADVOCATING FOR
SOCIAL AUDITS AS A PEOPLE
CENTRED OVERSIGHT MECHANISM
Masixole Kente

The social audit tool is a mechanism that can
strengthen inclusive oversight over service
delivery in local governance.
Introduction
Service delivery backlogs, mismanagement
of state resources and corruption are topics
that have dominated conversations in South
Africa in the last few years. Many talk of the
lost nine years in reference to the Jacob Zuma
Presidency during which state resources
were mismanaged in shocking ways. While
a great deal of what is being revealed in
the Commission of Enquiry into Allegations
of State Capture (the Zondo Commission)
points to failures in good governance and
poor management of resources, greed and
corruption, a lot of it has to do with the
lack of inclusive and transparent oversight
mechanisms that involve citizens as core
partners in governance.
While the conversation on state capture
is focusing on national and provincial
government including state owned
enterprises, it is clear just by reading the
reports of the Auditor General in the last
few years that the rot extends to local
government. Clearly local government
seems to be as hard-hit by state capture and
corruption as Eskom, South African Airways
and Prasa to mention just a few state owned

enterprises that have been in the limelight for
rampant corruption in recent months. Poor
governance at the local level has as much
of a dire consequence as some of the state
owned enterprises implicated in the Zondo
commission. When municipalities use the
resources they have for service delivery for
other nefarious activities it means that they
are redirecting money away from providing
for their residents.
Issues around irregular government spending
and the limited role communities play in
participating in projects meant for their
own development further excludes citizens
and undermines their fundamental right to
have their voices heard in governance as
envisaged in the South African Constitution
of 1996. The Constitution envisages a local
government that is participatory, inclusive
and developmental in nature. Communities
are deemed to be integral parts of local
governance and in recent years they have
fought in many municipalities through
protests to remain at that centre (or for some,
to return to the centre). There are various
legislated mechanisms that regulate the
involvement of citizens in local governance.
A number of limitations with many of these
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legislated mechanisms are extensively
documented in literature of local governance
in South Africa (Ngamlana & Coopoo, 2018;
Skenjana & Kimema, 2011).
This article presents the social audit tool as
a mechanism that can strengthen inclusive
oversight over service delivery in local
governance. It examines the challenges
caused by the status quo and highlights the
benefits of using the social audit methodology
as a tool for citizen driven monitoring that
allows citizens to claim back their rightful
space in local governance.

The current state of affairs
and the law
The South African Constitution is the
cornerstone of the country’s democracy.
It asserts the need for the realisation of a
participatory democracy and calls for the
active involvement and participation of the
citizenry in decision making processes
(Dlalisa, 2009). Over the last decade
the public tension between citizen and
government has made it obvious that in
practice this is not the case. Generally there

is a lot of uncertainty and a loss of confidence
and trust in government as depicted by the
high prevalence of affected, disinterested or
marginalised communities.
It is no surprise therefore that in the last five
years or so there has been a major spike in
service delivery protests across South Africa
(Ngamlana & Coopoo, 2018). Data collected
from Municipal IQ’s Hotspots Monitor, which
monitors the occurrence of major service
delivery protests across South Africa, shows
that there have been more major protests in
this decade than any other previous decades
(Lancaster, 2016). This major spike has
been as a result of municipalities’ continued
ignorance of the role of communities in
development, and their insistence on
conventional ways of doing things that are
top down and limit community involvement
(Dlalisa, 2009).
Good governance is described as the ability
to have synergy in planning and governing
processes of the local municipality where
government, community, business and
other groups are able to influence decision
making (Thompson & Nleya, 2016). However
there have been cases reported in the

media where municipalities have failed to
follow the proper procedures in conducting
the Integrated Development Planning (IDP)
process with some municipalities found
recycling IDPs from previous years (Gopane,
2017). Anecdotal stories have been reported
that in certain instances the municipality
would call for an IDP meeting only for the
officials to tell the community what they are
going to prioritise as opposed to allowing the
community members an opportunity to put
forward their own priority needs.
What section 152 (1) of the Constitution
envisions for local municipalities is that they
not only create a conducive environment for
effective community involvement, but also
actively create a culture of keenness amongst
communities to play an instrumental role
in local governance and participate in the
affairs of municipalities using citizen-based
monitoring instruments (Dlalisa, 2009).
The reality on the ground is that this is not
being achieved as communities continue to
show frustration and lack of confidence in
government. Various scholars (Ngamlana &
Coopoo, 2018; Gopane, 2017) attribute the
frustration of communities to the existing
weak mechanisms for citizen monitoring and
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engagement, such as the ward committee
system, war rooms and the integrated
development planning process. Some of
the rationale provided in the main is the
susceptibility of these models to be captured
by other entities and the use of these models
to push forward a certain factional party
political agenda.
According to the Auditor General (AG)
Report of 2018 on local government audit
outcomes, irregular expenditure, although
slightly improved from the previous financial
year, was still very high at a staggering
R21.243 billion. A number of municipalities
have been found to practice irregular
procurement processes coupled with poor
monitoring mechanisms. A case in point is
the Amathole District Municipality (ADM) in
the Eastern Cape where a tender bid process
for the Management of the Information
Technology system was initiated, concluded
and awarded in just one hour and 45 minutes
in 2014 in an amount of R86 million only
to be later discovered that while payments
were made to the successful company, no
services were rendered (Timelive, 2019).
It is alleged that by the time the Treasury
became aware of this the municipality had

already spent and lost R127 million through
the contract (Timelive, 2019). In the same
municipality there is a case of R600 million
that was stolen by senior officials through a
private company meant for the installation of
ventilated pit toilets in several rural villages
under ADM (Daily Dispatch, 2019).
The AG report on local government reveals
that many of the 257 municipalities in South
Africa are performing poorly and worse than
in the previous years due to mismanagement
of resources and corruption and the greatest
impact of poor governance is felt by the
marginalised, poor black people that live
in remote rural and informal settlements.
According to the 2018 AG report, there
are more municipalities under Section 139
administration now than there have been
in the past with many of the interventions
failing dismally (AG, 2018). It is very clear
that even though many municipalities are
being placed under administration in an
effort to strengthen good governance,
little improvement is achieved. There is
a strong prevalence of hijacked power:
people are systematically excluded from
decision making processes and are unable
to exercise their constitutional right to
participate meaningfully in local governance.
The 2018 AG states that this leads to misuse
of state resources, poor service delivery and
poor governance.

Social Auditing and
Community voice
The social audit methodology is a communitydriven process of monitoring and oversight.
It assists in facilitating public participation
in the monitoring of government service
delivery and expenditure by comparing
that which government sought to achieve
and paid for with the service as delivered
on the ground (Andhra, 2010). During the
social audit process communities have an
opportunity to study government documents
(like tender documents, municipal budgets
or departmental strategic plans and annual
performance reports and service delivery
agreements) and compare them to their
experiences as recipients of the public service
being provided. It affords communities an
opportunity to engage, reflect and plan for
the best possible outcome.

The social audit methodology is a tool which
combines community engagement prior,
during and after development has taken place
to evaluate the effectiveness in public service
provision. While doing this, it helps to amplify
the community’s voice in the planning and the
execution of development projects, minimising
the risk of mismanagement of funds and
corruption (Aakella and Kidambi, 2007).
Social audits are characterised by certain
principles that ensure that the constitutional
democratic rights of the people are
exercised and realised. These principles
are about promoting access to information,
demystifying official records, citizens being
the auditors and creating a collective platform
for sharing and reflecting of information in
the presence of both government and the
people. Evidence and experience that is
collected is then shared and discussed with
government officials in a public arrangement
that Ngamlana & Mathoho (2012) refer to as
an “invented space”.
The first use of the term "social audit" is
generally attributed to George Goyder in the
early 1950s in the UK. According to Pearce
(2005) the roots of the idea lay within the
perceived need at that time to make business
more accountable to the community, and
to ensure that the impacts of business are
understood and beneficial to the community,
more focus was put on scrutinising the
business sector and not government unlike
other parts of the world.
In India for instance the government
established the social audit as a tool to
monitor the implementation of government’s
own social projects at the village level by
establishing monitoring committees in almost
all the flagship social sector programmes.
The Andhra Pradesh State Government
in India established an independent and
autonomous body under the name of the
Society for Social Audit, Accountability and
Transparency (SSAAT) which is responsible
for facilitating the conduct of social audits by
the rural poor (Pradesh, 2010).
Another example is in the Philippines, where
a number of civil society organisations are
responsible for assisting communities to
conduct social audits on infrastructure
projects such as the building of local roads,
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bridges and schools (Pradesh, 2010). The
government in these regions is open to and
supportive of the idea of the public using
social audits as a tool to monitor government
spending of tax payers’ money unlike in
South Africa where government is apathetic
of citizen monitoring processes such as the
social audit.
In the following section we take a look
at an example of where the social audit
methodology was implemented and discuss
the findings. This we do as a way of
showing how the methodology strengthens
public sector accountability and inclusive
local governance.

The Glenmore community
case study
The Social Audit methodology has been
used throughout South Africa to address a
variety of service delivery challenges ranging
from the provision of water and sanitation,
housing, and refuse removal. A social audit
network was established in South Africa by
civil society organizations which embrace
this methodology and tool and are using it
as part of their social justice advocacy. As
examples, it has been used by (1) Planact
to audit water provision in Spring Valley in
Mpumalanga and by (2) Ndifuna Ukwazi (NU)
to audit refuse removal in Khayelitsha and by
(3) Equal Education (EE) to audit sanitation
in schools in Gauteng province and (4) the
Social Justice Coalition (SJC) to address toilet
provision in Khayelitsha as well as (5) Action
Aid that conducted and scaled-up social
audit work in mine-affected communities
to hold both the state and private sector to
account for promises that they have made.
Afesis-corplan has used the social audit tool
in various ways and in so doing partnered
with various communities. Glenmore is one
of the communities in which the social audit
tool was used in unique ways that gave the
community power to use evidence in its
engagements with the local municipality
and other key stakeholders. The case of
Glenmore is captured in summary here to
show how civil society has creatively used
this methodology to place power back in the
hands of ordinary citizens as they engage
their municipalities around service delivery.
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Glenmore community is a remote rural
community located in the Ngqushwa Local
Municipality area in the Eastern Cape. The
local municipality saw it fit to ‘upgrade’ the
existing community sports field, at a cost
of R2.9 million, promising the community
that they would revamp and build a better
stadium. In 2016 the field was shut down
while the ‘revamp’ took place, with a
contractor on site to undertake the building
of change rooms, toilets, a grand stand, a
security booth, putting grass on the field as

well as a concrete basketball and netball
court and paving a running track on the field.
Unfortunately what was built on the ground
was not what was agreed upon in the bid
specification or Service Delivery Agreement
(SDA) signed between the municipality and
the contactor (Mail & Guardian, 2018).
The community with the support of Afesiscorplan started the social audit process
by requesting for information from the
municipality using the Promotion of Access

to Information Act of 2000. This intervention
was geared towards the community
obtaining the relevant information to ask
the right questions. Once this information
was made available the social audit team
interviewed members of the community
on their experiences with the upgrading of
the sports field and conducted a physical
verification of what was delivered as part of
the upgrade. The following are examples of
some of the findings gathered through the
social audit processes:

1. No proper community consultation was done before the kick-start of the project even though this is required before any development
takes place.
2. The contractor did not follow the law in terms of providing jobs to people from the local area and excluded woman from working in
the project.
3. The labourers complained that they were not paid in time and sometimes they would work and not receive payment as there were no
contracts in place with them.
4. No monitoring was done by the municipality and no checking on progress made by the contractor in constructing the stadium.
5. The contractor used small sized bricks to build the change rooms and toilets and not the size specified in the SDA.
6. The grand stand for spectators was not securely mounted on the ground.
7. The basket and netball hoops were of a smaller size than the normal size for basket ball and netball.
8. The contractor planted alien grass on the field instead of the recommended bermuda grass as per the SDA.
9. The running track was narrow and did not meet the national standards for track and field athletic tracks, and it was made out of loose gravel
found in the local community.
10. According to the bid specification a new fence was meant to be installed to keep livestock out of the stadium however the contractor used
the old fence instead.
11. A certificate of completion was given to the contractor even though the stadium was not completed.
12. According to the report prepared by an independent quantity surveyor the estimated cost to build the stadium to the level that the contractor
did was around R 1.2 million, way below the R2.9 million that was budgeted.

This case study is just one example
among many where government
resources are ‘looted’ and a poor quality
of service is provided, where private
contractors are allowed to run amok with
no one holding them to account. Social
auditing allows communities to present
an evidence-based report of the state
of the service delivered in their efforts
to hold government to account. It is sad
that even when communities have done
this, other government entities who
have an oversight responsibility over
local government are slow to act leaving
the community to fight its battles on its
own. Currently there is a positive turn on
Glenmore as the municipality made funds
available to refurbish the sporting facility
after the social audit was conducted and
an intensive media campaign embarked
on by the community. This does not
happen in many municipalities.

Key lessons from the
social audit tool and
recommendation
From all the social audit processes that have
been conducted in South Africa to date, there
are key emerging lessons that are worth
mentioning here.

Criticised as being a duplication
of effort

communities to determine the value of a
service or facility provided. The community
is also able to establish the extent to which
the rendered services meet the standards
stipulated in the service level agreement
or contract signed between a government
entity and a service provider. Due to the
fact that the tool itself is an accounting
procedure, it provides challenges for ordinary
citizens to engage with and fully understand
the information contained in service level
agreements which often requires an expert
input (e.g. an engineer, accountant, quantity
surveyor, etc.) to break down the information
for ease of access by communities.

The model is often criticised by officials
as a duplication of monitoring processes.
Many government officials are adamant
that government’s own monitoring systems
are sufficient and therefore see no need for
communities to do monitoring.

Involvement of other stakeholders
(technical expertise)

The social audit tool is an evidence-based
objective accounting process that enables

Due to the technical nature of social auditing,
a great deal of resources are needed in
building the capacity of communities to
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undertake social audits. As mentioned above,
as part of the audit process, various highly
technical documents such as municipal
budgets, implementation plans, procurement
policies, and service level agreements,
beneficiation agreements, etc. are accessed
and analysed. This requires first that these
documents are accessed and at times this is
not as easy as walking into relevant offices
and asking for copies. More often than not,
communities have had to use the Promotion
of Access to Information Act to access
some of these documents. That in itself is
a technical process. Once accessed, the
documents must be analysed and simplified
for the community to understand and apply
to their issue of concern. It is highly unlikely
that a community that has limited resources
and technical capacity would be able to
undertake a social audit on their own. For
many of the successful social audits that
have taken place in South Africa to date, the
various communities who undertook them
did so with the support of community-based
organizations and local NGOs.

give people the power, capacity, capability and
access needed to change their own lives, by
putting people at the centre of the development
process to improve their own communities and
influence their own destinies.

Promotes access to information
As mentioned above, access to information
is key in a social auditing process: where
there is information there is power
(Friedman, 2006). Access to information is
embedded in the use of the tool. It becomes
difficult to conduct a social audit without
access to information.
The social audit tool opens up channels
for citizens to openly engage government
documents and spending. It gives
communities an opportunity to ask relevant
questions around specific service delivery
objectives. Communities are empowered
to scrutinize agreements signed between
government and contractors and are able
demand accountability. The use of the tool

instils a sense of ownership by communities
in any development project, gives meaning
and volume to the community voice, and
increases the confidence of civil society in
its participation in the development space.
This enhances government accountability
and transparency.

Ensures value for money
The concept of value for money means that
the service provided when measured to
assess the monetary cost of the product or
service against the quality and benefits of
the service is equal. The process is about
ensuring that what has been paid for is
what is delivered and therefore usable for
its intended purpose. Communities are able
to use the budget information as well as the
service delivery agreements to crosscheck
whether what was agreed upon on paper is
what is delivered physically on the ground. It
reduces corruption and the mismanagement
of government resources by making sure
that a quality service has been delivered.

A people centred approach
Unemployed women and children are not
as available in the day as unemployed
men seem to be and often get left out
of election into monitoring structures
of government-driven service delivery
monitoring processes. A social audit works
with the availability of all and is inclusive
in its nature. Community members decide
themselves when they want to meet, when
they want to conduct the audit, they are
not limited to the business hours in which
government officials are available (usually
08h00 - 16h00) and can meet at any time
and conduct the audit any time. That way it
is adaptable and allows for the participation
of men, women, children and others
within a community. The social audit tool
therefore ensures a development process
that actively seeks to fight discrimination
and safeguards against reinforcing existing
power imbalances and inequalities.
Social auditing as an approach gives preference
to strategies for empowering the community
over charitable responses. The tool focuses
on beneficiaries as the owners of the service
and directors of development, which enables
the safeguarding of state resources and limits
corruption (Friedman, 2006). The goal is to

Conclusion
The social audit approach puts citizens at the centre of development. It encourages citizen
participation and the opportunity for citizens to be involved in decision-making processes
of government that directly impact upon their lives. People living in poverty need to be
respected and treated as citizens with equal rights and responsibilities rather than objects
of charity. The social audit tool can be used to support communities to become genuine
protagonists in their own development. This can be achieved by enabling communities to
undertake oversight responsibility on local service delivery projects, be it the building of a
sports field, communal toilets or housing amongst others.
The social audit process has been overlooked in development. Government and
development agencies must encourage and build the use of social audit methodology
into the planning, monitoring and evaluation of development processes. Government
should embrace the opportunity provided by the use of the social audit tool to work in
partnership with communities and other stakeholders to realise its (i.e. government's)
constitutional obligation to improve the quality of life of all its citizens.
The benefits of using the social audit methodology far exceeds the costs which
are incurred when there is no monitoring mechanism in place to ensure quality
and accountable service delivery. Citizens should therefore be given an opportunity
to ask the relevant questions that pertain to the delivery of services in their
communities. The tool can be used to limit the rampant corruption that is currently
stifling service delivery. By using the social audit tool, government can make
further strides in reinforcing positive engagements between government and its
citizens and realise the importance of the citizen voice in development by being
more open to positive criticism.
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IN PROFILE: SERVICE DELIVERY IN
INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
People in informal settlements understand that government may never be able to deliver
the dream of an RDP house to all, and they are open to alternatives.
Zwanga Mukhuthu

The Constitution of South Africa guarantees
the right to access basic services such
as water, sanitation, education, primary
healthcare, adequate shelter, etc. for all
citizens. It compels government to make
the necessary efforts towards basic service
provision. Many municipalities argue against
the provision of interim basic services in
informal settlements, claiming that these are
temporary and are in transition. They argue
that informal settlements are not permanent
and that government’s ultimate aim is to
move people out of informality into RDP
houses. There are many who argue,
Afesis-corplan included, that irrespective
of how long people have been living in
informal settlements, government has a
responsibility to either demonstrate when
it would move them out of informality - if
that is the argument government wants
to raise for not making basic services
available in the short-term - or that
government must provide basic services
as mandated by the Constitution.
This article attempts to shine the spotlight on
challenges faced by people living in informal
settlements. There are a lot of misconceptions
about the service delivery needs, calibre and
character of people in informal settlements.
More often than not, they are believed to be
difficult, demanding, lazy and all-things-bad.
This article seeks to highlight that they are
not as unreasonable as others may think and
that in spite of all the disappointments, they
are still hopeful. Of importance, this article
highlights that people in informal settlements

understand that government may never be
able to deliver the dream of an RDP house to
all, and they are open to alternatives.
In order to better understand the plight of
people living in informal settlements and
as a way of getting their voices heard, I
visited the community of Phola Park, an
informal settlement located in the Scenery
Park suburb of the Buffalo City Metropolitan
Municipality (BCMM). I spoke to Yandisa
Monakali (not his real name), a 38 year old
father of two who had been residing in Phola
Park since 1997 (22 years). Phola Park is
home to 200 shacks (housing structures
made mainly out of corrugated iron sheets),
each with an average occupation of five
persons. There are ten communal toilets in
the area which are to be shared by all 200
shacks (approximately 1 000 people) and
three water standpipes all of which were
provided by BCMM.
Monakali indicates that for the past 15 years
he and his neighbours had been attempting
to engage the municipality through the
formally legislated processes, starting
with ward committee meetings, to get the
municipality to address the community’s
service delivery plight. He indicates that, to
date, they were yet to see the municipality’s
strategy and norms and standards for service
provision in informal settlements. He argues
that they were still not sure what criteria the
municipality uses to determine that informal
settlement ‘A’ deserves 10 toilets for its
1 000 people while informal settlement ‘B’,
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for example, gets 20 toilets for 500 people.
Monakali indicated that he was part of a
process to develop basic upgrading plans
in 2014 that was led by CS Consulting and
Afesis-corplan on behalf of BCMM and the
National Upgrading Support Programme
(NUSP). He indicated that at that time the
community had hoped that, for a change, the
municipality was addressing their concerns.
He says the community was optimistic
about the final basic upgrading of informal
settlement plans when they were presented
to them and that they were told that the plans
would be submitted to the municipality for
implementation. Years later, he says, nothing
has come of that process.
Monakali argues that the municipality
has no plan or strategy to: a) curtail
the growth of informal settlements; b)
upgrade the informal settlements; and c)
provide basic services for those locked
in informal settlements for years just like
he has been. He says that most people in
informal settlements are realistic, logical
thinking beings who are just trying to
provide for their families. They know that
government cannot provide RDP houses
for everyone and they know that many
of them will be left out of the houses
government is building. He argued that
most of the people in informal settlements
would actually prefer to remain where they
are, where access to work is relatively
cheaper and easier than a far flung area
to which government often moves people.

He advocated for the implementation of
the upgrading of informal settlement plans
as they promised both the provision of
basic services, as well as an incremental
process of formalising the living conditions
of each household without moving people
from where they currently live.

“Not all of us want to

In recent years the upgrading of informal
settlements programme has been high
on the agenda of government and has
received prominence as a dedicated
programme geared towards improving
the living conditions of citizens such as
Monakali. The national Department of
Human Settlements, working with the
NUSP, had partnered with municipalities
such as BCMM to provide the skills and
technical support needed to improve the
upgrading process and to boost municipal
capacity. However Monakali believes
that BCMM has been dragging its feet
in implementing the upgrading plans. He
said while budget allocations are made
for the upgrading of informal settlements
in BCMM, it was not clear which informal
settlements were being upgraded and at
what pace. He claims it was “infuriating”
when you reside in an informal settlement
not to know who to ask these questions of.

damaging the very same

protest all the time. There
is no solution in violent

protests because we end up
facilities that we need.

He believes that the municipality has
been tight-lipped as to which informal
settlements will benefit first from its
upgrading of informal settlements budget.
Monakali said “we don’t know what service
delivery is in my community. The only
time there was service delivery here was
when the municipality was installing these
toilets and water taps. We have never seen
them again. We have no access roads or
electricity here, we cannot find work, one
cannot even afford toilet paper or refuse
bags. I am worried because the inequality
gap in our country just keeps on growing
wider and wider every day”. He said high
unemployment in his community had led
to the rise in crime. Because the shacks
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are densely clustered together he claimed
he could hear footsteps in his sleep all
around his house, of people potentially
scouting for things to steal.
While growing discontent in informal
settlements usually manifests itself in
violent service delivery protests, Monakali
said he and his community have recently
found alternative mechanisms to engage
the municipality, including gathering
evidence through social audit1 before
engaging the municipality through a
community participation process. “Not all
of us want to protest all the time. There is
no solution in violent protests because we
end up damaging the very same facilities
that we need. This social audit is a creative
and innovative way for us to show the
municipality our plight” he said.
A big take-away from this conversation
is that people in informal settlements are
not as unreasonable as some would like to
believe and that they are not just waiting
for government to do things for them, but
are willing to negotiate, get involved and
explore different approaches to settlement
development. All they seem to ask for is
to be heard.

participate in a process of verifying government (or private company)
documents by comparing them with the realities on the ground and the
experiences of the community.”
Source: https://socialaudits.org.za/

A social audit is a community-led process of reviewing crucial documents
to determine whether the public expenditure and service delivery outcomes
reported by the government really reflect the public money spent and the
services received by the community. Members of the community collectively
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